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Thanks to DenizBank, the fans got to meet with the football
players

DenizBank BJK Card Holders and the top
players of Beşiktaş got together in the
training
Beşiktaş fans met with the star players of the team in Nevzat Demir Sports
Facility in “Meeting of the Eagles” organized by DenizBank for BJK Bonus Card
holders. While the lucky fans watched the training of the team including top
players such as Ricardo Quaresma, Mario Gomez, Gökhan Töre, they got the
opportunity to have their shirts signed by Şenol Güneş and football players.
Having undertaken an important mission in the development of sports and support of sports and
sports clubs in Turkey, DenizBank continues its innovative works. The Bank hosted BJK Bonus
Card holders in Nevzat Demir Sports Facility and provided them the opportunity to watch the star
football players of their team train. While the fans watched the training of the tram, they had the
chance to meet the technical team and football players and have their shirts signed.
By the campaign titled as “Meeting of the Eagles” and organized between 1 February- 31 March
2016 throughout Turkey, the lucky fans had an unforgettable day in Nevzat Demir Sports Facility.

“Both the club and the fan win by DenizBank BJK Bonus Card”
DenizBank Payment Systems and Non-Branch Channels Group Executive Vice President Ayşenur
Hıçkıran stated that they were pleased to offer the fans a special and meaningful day on which
the fans got together with their team. Hıçkıran continued by saying that “We are happy to
support the sports club and the fans by this cooperation with Beşiktaş which is a long established
sports club with millions of fans. We are the biggest supporter of our sports club and please the
fans with the leading campaigns we release. Thanks to this campaign, the fans got together with
the star players of the team, and had a remarkable day. In addition to supporting their sports
club, DenizBank BJK Bonus Credit Card holders can enjoy many opportunities. We will continue
to develop innovative projects with our sports clubs.”

Privileges offered by DenizBank BJK Bonus








Support the sports club and future of Black Eagles by purchases to be made with BJK
Bonus,
Participation in the events and organizations together with the team,
Benefiting from the opportunity of paying for all season tickets in 9 installments,
“Earning bonus as Beşiktaş wins the games”
Participating in Beşiktaş fan campaigns,
Purchasing products and services via www.indirimkartimda.cm with special prices and in 9
installments without any commission and delivery by courier,
Paying in installments in more than 250.000 Bonus member merchants, earning bonuses
and using these bonuses in your purchases,

Beşiktaş fans can now earn 40 TL bonus in their first purchase above 100 TL to be made with
BJK Bonus Card till 31 May and earn 150 TL by giving bonus order under the campaign
conditions, adding up to 190 TL bonus in total. Fans who type BJK leave a space and then type
T.R. ID No and send it to 3280 as SMS can have BJK Bonus Cards.
Do not forget to type “Kazan” and send it to 3280 as SMS to earn 5 TL bonus in your first
purchase over 100 TL in Bonus Member markets, clothing and cosmetic stores, florist shops and
jewelry shops and 10 TL in your second purchase and 15 TL in your third purchase and 20 TL in
your fourth purchase between 16 April- 8 May.

